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Teacher/Therapist Name: Karen McDermott       Secondary 6       week 10 

 

Program: ADL: self-care routine clean-up 

Direction :  direct student to complete a familiar self-care activity or routine 

Student Response:  student independently puts used materials away when  done with the activity / routine 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  
 

 

Program: ADL: self-care--changing clothes 

Direction :  direct student to get ready for bed 

Student Response:  student independently gets out of clothing and puts on pajamas  

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  
 
 
 

Program: ELA: vocabulary--toy/leisure items 

Direction :  show student a familiar toy or leisure item, ask them to label it by saying “what is this?” 

Student Response:  student uses correct label to name the indicated item; do for at least 5 different items 

 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  
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Teacher/Therapist Name: Karen McDermott       Secondary 6       week 10 

 

Program: ELA: following directions--delivery 

Direction :  direct student to get an item and bring to another person (other than yourself) 

Student Response:  student gets the requested item and brings it to the correct person 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  increase the difficulty by having either the item, other person, or both, in different locations from where the 
direction is given 
 

 

Program: ELA: object ID in pictures 

Direction :  show student pictures of familiar items; ask them to label the item by saying “what is this?” 

Student Response:  student uses the correct label to name the indicated item; do for at least 5 different items 

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  if appropriate, you can change this by giving the student the label for the item and asking them to find it in 
the picture 
 
 

Program: ELA: requesting--more time 

Direction :  while student is engaged in a preferred activity, direct them that time is up / it’s time to stop 

Student Response:  student appropriately requests more time before activity has to end (for example: “one more minute?”)  

 
Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  
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Teacher/Therapist Name: Karen McDermott       Secondary 6       week 10 

 

Program: ELA: recall 

Direction :  ask student about something they have recently done ( eg “what did you eat for lunch?” “what movie did you watch?” ) 

Student Response:  student replies with correct information 

Date 
             

             

             

             

            

 
Comments:  increase difficulty by increasing the time between when the activity is over and when you ask the question 
 

 

Program: Voc Skills: sorting by type--coins 

Direction :  give student a set of coins to sort  

Student Response:  student sorts each type of coin together, for a minimum of 5 coins of each type 

Date 
            

             

             

             

             

 
Comments:  it is helpful to provide a small bowl for each type of coin to be sorted into; you can increase difficulty by 
increasing the number of different coins given, or the total number of coins given; simplify the activity by giving coins of 
distinctly different types, such as pennies (copper and small) vs quarters (silver and larger) 
 
 
 


